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ELEMENTARY ELECTRON-MOLECULE INTERACTIONS AND NEGATIVE ION RESONANCES AT

SUBEXCITATION ENERCIES AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE IN GASEOUS DIELECTRICS*

Christophorou, Loucas G.**

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P. 0. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830, USA

Recent knowledge on low-energy (mostly ^ 10 eV) electron-molecule interaction
processes in dilute and in dense gases is synthesized, discussed, and related
to the breakdown strength of gaseous dielectrics. Optimal design of multicom-
ponent gaseous insulators can be made on the basis of such knowledge.

1. Introduction

Although the field of gaseous dielectrics is old, most of the fundamental

knowledge on the underlying basic physicochemical processes which crucially

determine what makes a good gaseous dielectric is new. It is a challenge to

bring this new know1aJge to bear on the field of gaseous dielectrics and on

ways to improve them. The need for energy conservation and energy cost reduc-

tion dictates the development of better gaseous insulators, especially for

electrical energy transmission; transmission line voltages keep going up with

projected voltages up to 1.5 MV.

2. The Overall Problem; Main Physical Processes of Direct Significance

What is it that makes a good gaseous dielectric? Figure 1 helps us answer

this question from the basic, microscopic point of view.

In a gas under an applied electric field, the ever present free electrons

have a distribution of energies, f, which is a function of the gas and the

quantity E/P (or E/N), where E is the applied electric field, P is the gas

pressure at the temperature T, and N is the gas number density, viz.,

f(e, E/P, gas). The functions f(e, E/P) are equilibrium energy distributions

even for AC fields since the electron relaxation times (see Section 4) are ,

quite short under normal operating conditions. As the applied voltage is

increased, the electrons gain energy, and f(e, E/P) shifts to higher energies.

This shift is a strong function of the elastic and inelastic processes which

absorb the energy input by the field. The distributions f(e, E/P) are known

for only very few gases. In Fig. 1, f(e, E/P) are plotted for N 2 at one E/P

value and for Ar at two E/P values. Depending on the gas and E/P, f(e, E/P)

can peak at any energy from thermal to ^ 10 eV. Knowledge of the electron

energy distribution function is necessary for a realistic appraisal of the role

*Research sponsored by the Energy Research and Development Administration
under contract, with Union Carbide Corporation.

**Also, Department of Physics, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Tennessee, 37916, USA.
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FIG. 1. Electron attachment cross sections, a&i as a function of e for
SF6 [1], C4F6 [2], and C6F10 [2]. Vibrational excitation cross sections via
the decay of NIRs [3]. CO (E u = 1 to 8) and N2 (2 o = 1 to 8) are the sums of
vibrational cross sections for the first eight individual states of CO and N2>
respectively, and H2 (u = 0 -> u = 1) is the cross section for excitation of the
first vibrational level of H2 multiplied by 1.4 (see Ref. [4], p. 347). Elec-
tron impact ionization cross sections, a.(e), for SFg, CO, N2» and H2 [5]. See
Ref. [4] for information on the electron energy distribution functions, t^ ,

^ 2for Ng and, f*r»
m a x i m u m s-wave capture cross section.

of microscopic physical knowledge in understanding and in controlling

breakdown.

The most effective way of preventing electrons from initiating breakdown

is the removal of the electrons from the dielectric. An effective way of

achieving this is to attach the electrons to molecules forming negative ions

which, being much heavier than the electrons, do not have kinetic energies high

enough to .ause ionization. The unattached electrons must be slowed down and

be prevented from ionizing the gas and triggering breakdown. The above state-

ments can be formalized as:



/ a (e) f(t;, E/P) de • maximum (1)
o a

OO

/ a.(e) f(£, E/P) de • minimum. (2)

I

For (1) the electron attachment cross section as a function of e, o (e),

should be as large as possible over as wide an energy range as possible.

Examples of a (E) for three dielectric gases are shown in Fig. 1 (see also
a

Section 7). Since, as is shown by the straight line in Fig. 1, the maximum s-

wave capture cross section irX2 (X = 2ir* is the electron de-Broglie wavelength)

decreases with e, to optimize (1) f(e, E/P) must be shifted to as low energies

as possible.

For (2) the electron-impact ionization cross section as a function cf e,

o.(e), must be as small as possible and the ionization threshold energy, I, as

high as possible. For a given O . ( E ) , f(e, E/P) should again be shifted to as

low E as possible to optimize (2). Thus the reduction of the electron energies

is of paramount significance because a lower f(e, E/P) minimizes (2), but also

maximizes (1). Such a reduction in electron energies requires large cross sec-

tions for elastic and inelastic electron scattering, especially in the sub-

excitation energy range. As wil.1 be discussed in Section 4, a most efficient

way of slowing down subexcitation electrons is via negative ion resonances

(NIR). Vibrational excitation cross sections due to such NIRs are shown in

Fig. 1 for CO, N2, and H2. Through a combination of gases, NIR states can be

positioned over the entire subexcitation energy range keeping in this way the

electron energies low. Such a deployment of NIRs is similar to the utilization

of neutron inelastic scattering resonances in nuclear reactors to moderate the

energies of escaping epithermal neutrons.

. The optimum gaseous dielectric is thus envisioned to be not a single gas

(unitary system), but rather a combination of gases (a multicomponent system)

designed as to components to provide the best effective combination of

electron-attaching and electron slowing-*Jown properties to optimize (I) and

(2).. This optimal design of the multicomponent gaseous insulator can be made

on the basis of microscopic, quantitative physicochemical knov/ledge, especially

on low-energy electron-molecule interactions.

3. Electron Attachment

Excluding the ion pair process, negative ion formation by electron impact

is viewed as proceeding via a metastable negative ion intermediate which itself

This is the energy range below the first excited electronic st a of the
medium.



can be formed by electron capture in the field of the ground or the field of an

excited electronic state. The states of such transient anions are nonstation-

ary, i.e., they decay with a characteristic lifetime, T , which varies from

10" 1 5 to > 10~2 sec [1, 6],

Many authors (e.g., [4], [6-8]) have reviewed the various ways via which

slow electrons attach to molecules. In Fig. 2, we illustrate schematically two

such basic modes: The shape resonance and the nuclear-excited Feshbach

resonance. In the shape resonance the electron affinity, EA, of the molecule

is negative (< 0 eV) and the incident electron is trapped in the potential well

which arises from the interaction between the electron and the neutral molecule

in its ground electronic state. This barrier is the combined effect of the

attractive force exerted by the neutral molecule on the incident electron and

the repulsive centrifugal force arising from the relative motion of the two

bodies. Since the negative ion potential energy curve/surface for a shape

resonance lies above that of the neutral, the NIR is subject to autoionization,

decaying back to the neutral molecule in its ground electronic state plus a

free electron, leaving the neutral molecule with or without vibrational and/or

rotational energy; if energetically possible the NIR can undergo dissociative

attachment. Such NIRs may involve an excited electronic state and in this case

they are Ci-^led core-excited (type II) resonances.

FIG. 2. Schematic
illustration of
(a) shape and
(b) nuclear-excited
Feshbach resonances.
The symbols jo) and |R)
designate, respectively,
the electronic ground
state of the neutral
molecule and the NIR
state.

MDlAL DISTANCE Or INCIOENT ELECTRON, p MTERHUCIEA* DISTANCE

In the nuclear-excited Feshbach resonance, EA is positive (> 0 eV) and the

NIR lies energetically below the ground state of the neutral. Thus unless the

anion is in vibrational levels u* higher than the lowest vibrational level

U = 0 of the parent neutral state, the NIR cannot decay into the parent state.

This mode of electron capture can involve an electronically excited neutral

molecule, in which case the NIR is called core-excited (type I).

Molecular NIR states are abundant. Often they can be described (and their

energies [positions] approximated) in terms of the unoccupied molecular orbi-

tals of the neutral molecule [8]. At times also geometrical changes



concomitant with electron impact and portions of a polyatomic molecule can con-

stitute effective modes of electron trapping [6J.

The channels of decay of a metastable molecular anion AX

summarized as:

AX + e

• - * can be

e + AX
J0

-•-AX'
-ft

AX~ + energy

.-*where an is the cross section for the formation of AX , and p , p
in' Pda'

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

(3d)

and

p are, respectively, the probabilities for indirect elastic scattering (3a),
S t

indirect inelastic scattering (3b), dissociative attachment (3c), and stabili-

zation of AX~* by collision or radiation (3d). Channel (3d) is only possible

when EA > 0 eV. All of the above decay processes can be in competition.

In this section we shall discuss reactions (3c) and (3d) and in the next,

reactions (3a) and (3b).

From the preceding discussion dissociative attachment can be visualized as

proceeding via a negative ion intermediate formed by capture of electrons in a

restricted energy range defined by a Franck-Condovi transition between the

initial state—neutral molecule and electron separated an infinite distance—

and the final state representing the compound negative ion, which subsequently

dissociates into (multiple) neutral and negative ion fragments. For a diatomic

or a "diatomic-like" molecule this is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3, and
o, can be expressed as
da

a, = an eda 0

-T hs a (4)

s a
In Eq. (4), e s a is the survival probability of AX"*, x and T are, respec-

S SL

tively, the mean times for separation of A and X~ and autoionization of AX~*.
Both T and x are functions of the internuclear separation R. For a diatomic

s a

molecule initially in the lowest vibrational level o = 0 of the electronic

ground state and with a potential energy curve for AX~* as shown in Fig. 3,

ada ( £ )u=O

4*3/2 _ r-

(2m/fi2)e
a

g —
d

- x hs a
(5)



where m is the electron mass, g is a statistical factor, T- is the partial
3.

autoionization width, r is the width of a (e), ~En = en + 1/2 Tim, en is theda -o
electron energy at the peak of a (e) and 1/2 tlco is the zero-point energy.

a

Equation (5), due to O'Malley [9], although limited to situations as pictured

in Fig. 3, provides an explicit expression for an and the dependence of o. on
0 da

E, T , T , and the reduced mass of the A — X system [4]. Negative ion poten-
S 3

tial energy curves/surfaces have a variety of shapes, and a, is affected by
da

these and the competitive decay channels. Also, higher-lying NIRs exist

abundantly.
FIC. 3. Schematic potential energy diagram

illustrating the process of dissociative attach-
ment for a diatomic molecule.

In Fig. 4, a, (e) are shown for a number of

molecules. The salient features of the behavior

of a. are:
da(i) The magnitude of a, depends on the

da
position, c , of the NIR; the higher the e ,v max b max'
the smaller the o

da'
(ii) As E -> thermal, o

max da
(iii) Many molecules possess a multiplicity of NIRs in the subexcitation

energy region. This is clearly illustrated by the recent data [17] on the

production of Cl~ from chloroethylenes and chloroethanes. For both groups of

molecules, many (five) NIRs were identified below ^ 2.0 eV which were associ-

ated [17] with orbitcils dominated by the p-orbita.ls of the chlorine atoms.

(iv) By appropriate combination of gases, mixtures can be developed with

dissociative attachment resonances spaced and/or positioned at any energy from

thermal to ^ 15 eV.

(v) The cross sections for specific dissociative attachment products and

the patterns of (multiple) fragmentation of the metastable anions depend

strongly on the details of the molecular structure (e.g., see Figs. 5 and 6).

Actually, for the molecules in Figs. 5 and 6 besides the abundant Cl~ ion, Cl?~

and (M-C1)~ (parent molecule, M, less one Cl atom)" were observed. The rela-

tive intensities of these ions depended strongly on the number and relative

positions of the Cl atoms in the molecule [17] (for C2CI4, 0201^" was also

observed). Such studies establish modes of molecular fragmentation (i.e.,

patterns of molecular "explosion" at the very presence of m\ electron of

suitable energy) and show that slow electrons can be quite disruptive in their

impacts with polyatomic molecules.



FIG. h. oda(c) for Cl~ICZ\U
[I], Cr/CHCL 3 [1], Cl"/C2HCl7 U J ,
C1"/CC12F2 f10], 0 /N20 [11J,
CO" + SO-)/SO2 [12], 0"/02 [13],
H"/H,0 [14J, CT/C02 [11],
(H~ + CH2"/CH4 [15], H~/H2 [16].
Some of the plotted OJ (e) were
deduced from swarm experiments and
are thus "total" cross sections.
They are identified with the speci-
fic ions as shown because these
were the most abundant in mass
spectrometric studies. Some of the
molecules shown have other
resonances which were not plotted
for convenience of display. 0~~/N20*
denotes dissociative attachment from
vibrationally excited N 20 molecules,
and (H~ + H )/H2 denotes ion. pair
formation from H2.
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FIG. 5. Cl against E for
chloroethylenes [17J.

0.5
e. ELECTRON ENERGY !eV)

FIG. 6. Cl~ against e for
chloroethanes [17].

(vi) Temperature often has a profound effect on o (e). Figure 7 demon

strates this for the case of 0~ from N20 [18]. This strong dependence of

a, (e) on e has been attributed to dissociative attachment from mainly

vibrationally excited N20 molecules [4, 18].
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FIG. 7. Relative cross section against r
for 0 from N2O at the indicated temperatures
[18].

(vii) FroK the dielectric point of view,

studies of dissociative attachment idenLify the

\ initial products (these are the precursors of the

1 final decomposition products in the dielectric)

and the energy range of their generation. Such

knowledge is necessary to assass the effects of

possible toxic fragments, the effects of specific

products such as 0~ which may lead to explosive

reactions, and the deterioration of the dielec-

tric following repeated breakdowns.

Turning now to the nondissociative electron attachment process [channel

(3d)], p is a function of T , P, and the gaseous medium in which the meta-
SC 3-

stable ion is embedded. When x is short, the cross section (or the rate) of
Si

attachment depends on P. An example is shown in Fig. 8 for the rate of elec-

tron attachment to 0 2 in N2. The lifetime of 0 2 " at thermal energies is

^ 2 x 10~ 1 2 sec [6, 19]. When, however, t is long, the attachment rate

becomes independent of P. A large variety of structures with EA > 0 eV capture

slow electrons with large cross sections forming long-lived (> 10"^ sec) parent

negative ions via a nuclear-excited Feshbach mechanism (see Fig. 2). Among

these are some of the best known insulators. In Fig. 9 the attachment rate and

cross section for three such systems are presented and are seen to be large end

to decrease precipitously with increasing e above thermal. As a rule, more

than one NIR exists below 1 eV (see Fig. 9 ) , some of which (e.g., the SF5~/SF6)

may be due to dissociative attachment. In cases where geometrical changes

concomitant with electron attachment occur, a (e) may peak at E > 3/2 kT (k is
a

the Boltzmann constant) due to the energy required to induce these changes [6].

Such geometrical reorganizations are known to occur for many molecules includ-

ing CO2 and N 20 which are bent as negative ions but are linear as neutrals.

These systems in undergoing a geometrical change upon electron impact facili-

tate effective means of electron trapping as well as of electron energy loss.

4. Electron Slowing Down

Electron swarm and electron b am studies have provided useful and comple-

mentary information in this area; the former through the electron transport

coefficients—the drift velocity^ w and the ratio D/p of the lateral diffusion

electron drift velocity in many gases varies (decreases or increases (22])
with gas density.
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FIG. 8. Attachment rate
as a function of the mean
electron energy ^e^ for 0 2 in
N 2 at the indicated N 2

pressures [19].

•"'! 1 copfficiunt I) to electron mobility v—and the

latter through the direct determination of the

cross sections for elastic and inelastic

processes.

The quantity 3/2(e D/M) is a rough raea-

I sure of (c\. The close relation between the

functions D/ii(E/P) and (e)(E/P) provides an

indication as to which gases are effective

electron thermalizers and are thus better

suited for use as buffer gases in multicorapo-

nent insulators. In Fig. 10, D/u(E/P)

are shown for CO2, CO, N 2, and H2. For these

molecules swarm, beam, and breakdown data are

available and allow for assessment of the

effect of their basic properties on breakdown.

In the inset of the figure, the momentum

transfer cross sections, a ( E ) , are shown and

help in understanding the D/u(E/P) functions.

All four molecules have NIRs In the subexcita-

tion region [4]: COj at low energies

(< 0.1 eV) and ̂  4 eV; CO at <v 1.75 eV; N 2 at

-v- 2.3 eV; H 2 at ̂  3.75 eV. By comparing

!! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ry-rtf 4-»i~

I

0.5 10 15

<«>.MEM ELECTRON ENERGY )M)

02 04
ME4N ELECTOi

FIG. 9. Attachment rate as a function of ( E ) and attachment cross section
as a function of E for SF6, C6F6, and C6Fi0 [2, 6, 20]. For C 6Fj 0 the rate and
the cross section is compared with the maximum s-wave capture rate and cross
section [6],



FIG. 10. D/p versus

E/P300 f o r C02» co» N2» a n d H2
(based on data summarized in
[4] and [21]); om(e) for CO2

[23], CO [24], N2 [25], and H2

[26].

the positions of the NIRs for

these systems with the D/p(E/P)

data, it becomes apparent that

the dominant process control-

ling (e^ in the subexcitation

energy range is indirect

scattering via NIRs. The E/P

value, (E/P)D , at which
or,

breakdown occurs in each of

these gases is also shown in Fig. 10. In the high E/P region, the lower the

D/p (i.e., the lower the (e)), the higher the breakdown voltage, V .

That (e^ is dramatically affected by NIRs and their positions can perhaps

be seen by the crude, but revealing, data in Fig. 11 on the mean fractional

energy loss per collision, Tr((e^). n is dominated by indirect energy losses

via NIRs although at very low energies direct energy losses due to rotational

excitation are seen to be significant. Dir ct vibrational energy losses also

contribute to n.. as is seen from similar data on hydrocarbons in Fig. 12. The

role of rotational energy losses for polar molecules can be seen from the

nM((e)) data on H20.

100

FIG. 11. r\,. versus
e ) M for He, N2, and H2.

The f(e, E/P) was assumed
to be Maxwellian. The w
and D/u data used to
determine n^ and \ E/M are
from Ref. [4]. The arrows
indicate the threshold for
vibrational excitation.

0.8 1.0 12 0 02 0.4 0.6 0
<e> MEfiN ELECTRON £r»ERPr lev/I

OA 0.6

FIG. 12. nM versus (e) M for hydrocarbons and
water [27].



The effect of double and triple bonds on (c\ is apparent from ^

versus E/P data on a number of hydrocarbons in Fig. 13. For a given value of

E/P, (Z\ is lower for systems with double and triple bonds. This is consistent

with the data in Fig. 14c where the mean scattering cross sections (a / for

thermal and epithermal electrons are seen to increase, with increasing number

of doubly-occupied IT orbitals (i.e., increasing number of double bonds; of the

molecule. Interestingly, not only the number but also the relative position of

the double bonds affects {a \ (Fig. 14d). For the alkanes which possess only

a bonds, (a ^ are small (comparable to the mean geometric cross sections [30])

and decrease (Fig. 14b) with increasing static polarizability. For polar

molecules at thermal and near-thermal energies, the magnitude of ^o ^ is

determined principally by the size of the molecular electric dipole moment

(Fig. 14a; [4, 22, 29]).

• METHANE
• ETHANE
• PROPANE
e ACETYLENE
•ETHYLENE
• PROPYLENE
• CYCLOPROPANE
• NEOffNTAHE

FIG. 13. {e) M versus
E/P298 for some hydrocarbons
[28].

«»0.7 H*)

0.2

0.1 -

(n = ) TO 10)

J _ !
0 1 2 3 4 40 80 120 160 200

§ ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT. O(Debye) STATIC POLARIZABILITY. a {IO"?5cm3i I

(c)

. ' -LINEAR
HYOROCARBONS

o-CYCLIC NONAROVIMIC
HYDROCARBONS

o-ARO.JlATIC HYDROCARBONS

CHJCM = CHCHJCH « C H J

M ̂  C»2 f

C

0 1 2 3 4 5
NO OF DOUBLY-OCCUPIED TT-ORBITALS =c-c c-c=

FIG. 14. Mean electron scattering
cross sections as a function of (a) perma-
nent electric dipole moment [29]; (b) static
polarizability [30]; (c) number of doubly-
occupied IT orbitals (31}; (d) relative
position of the double bonds [31].



Another way of evaluating the significance of the aforementioned processes

in ->lowing-down subexcitation electrons is to consider the time required by an

electron of energy, E., to lose energy equal to e. - 3/2 kT and be "thermal-

ized." If de/dt is the overall rate of energy loss, the "thermalization time"

is

e.
1 de

de/dt*
(6)

(7)

3/2 kT

An estim^^e, i(\e/.)» of T(E.) can be obtained [27] from

<A
1 3/2 kT

where w(\ey) = e(E/P)w P is the mean rate at which energy is lost by the elec-

tron in collisions with the gas molecules at a pressure P. Such estimates are

shown in Fig. 15 for P = 1 torr and show that Che time required for subexcita-

tion electrons to be thermalized varies substantially from one gas to another.

It increases only slowly with ̂ eV for /eV £ 0.4 eV, and it declines precipi-

tously in the region corresponding to vibrational and rotational excitation

thresholds. It is thus seen that the time required for an electron to be

thermalized is crucially affected by the energy loss processes in the

subexcitation energy region, especially below ^0.5 eV.

Electron beam studies have pro-

vided absolute cross sections for

direct and indirect elastic* rota-

tional and vibrational excitation

cross sections and their energy

dependence* Important as it is, such

basic knowledge is still limited and

restricted to simplo molecules. In

Fig. 16, representative data are

shown for H2 and N2 whose main fea-

tures elucidate a number of points

directly relevant to breakdown.

(i) Rotational excitation cross

sections are substantial to electron

energies >̂  10 eV.

(ii) Vibrational excitation

cross sections are also substantial

to high energies} these decrease

I

with increasing vibrational quantum

number.

FIG. 15. Electron thermalization
time as a function of (ê jij (P = 1 torr)
(present Work and Ref. [27]).
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FIG. L6. Ln^rgy dependence of
electron scattering cross sections for
H2 and N2: total electron scattering
:crosn section, Oj, for H 2 [32] and N^
[33]; vibrational excitation cross
section for u = 0 > u = 1 transition,
cfo (u = 0 ->• 1), for H 2 [34] and N2

[35]; rotational excitation cross sec-
Ition for the J = 1 •> J = 3 transition,
\aT (J = 1 •*• 3), for H ? [34].
!E 0.. (0 = 1 to 8) (see text).
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(ill) The total cross sections are much larger than the overall inelastic

scattering cross section dramatizing the large probability for elastic electron

scattering in the subexcitation energy range. Nevertheless, from the dielec-

tric point of view, even elastically scattered electrons may undergo large

energy losses if they are scattered in a direction opposite to the applied

electric field since they would have to come to rest before they reverse

directions and drift in the field direction again.

(iv) Tin; cross sections for elastic, rotational, and vibrational excita-

tion are all strongly affected by NIRs, indicating that a large fraction of

these are indirect, via the decay of such resonances. This is particularly

dramatized by the N 2 data where £ a (u = 1 to 8) is the sum of the vibrational

excitation cross sections for the first eight (u = 1 to u = 8) vibrational

levels of N2 via the decay of the N2~'
c (2fl ) shape resonance.

(v) At low energies, polyatomic molecules whicli are good electron scaven-

gers can be simultaneously good electron thermalizers owing to their complex

structure and the availability of a multiplicity of rotational, vibrational,

and low-lying NIR states.

In closing this section, attention is drawn to Tables I and II where

recent data on the shape resonances of complex molecules (themselves not

directly significant as gaseous dielectrics) have been selected for the purpose

of illustrating how molecules can be tailored to position NIRs at will in the

subexcitation energy range. It is seen from Table I that the presence of a

The vertical position of the NIRs is given in these tables. When available,
the transition energies from the lowest vibrational level, o = 0, of the
neutral molecule to the lowest vibrational level, u* = 0, of the negative ion
is given in parentheses and can be considered to give the adiaha tic Value of
EA.



Shap*

Molecule

Ethan*

Ethylene
Ptopene
cis-Butt'n*

I,3-Butadiene

Cyclofiexene

J „ J-Cyc lohexadUiw

i.«Ki.h««.i™

1,5-CycWtad.en.

Ettiylene

Fomaldehyde

Oxygen

ithylenie
Tetracyanoethylene

Tetrnchloroethytcne

Formula

HjC-CH,

H2C-CH7

CH}HC-CH;

CHJHC-CHGIJ

H^C-CH-CH-CH;

0
0
0
o

B;C-OI2

H;O0

O j

BjC-aii
(O1)2C-C(C»),

CljC-CCl2

First SIR

-^-2.3*

-1.78 (-1.5S)b

-1.99b

-O.»2 (-O.*2)b

-2.r.7b

-0.8K (9.80)b

-1.75 (-I.75)b

-l.*S

<-l.S5)b

(-O.M>

(W.44)*

(-1.55)"

(«.8M*
(«.12>*

Position of
SecorJ »I«
or Gisernt*

-2.8^-

-J.4>b

-2.» 'b

-2.33b

Jsoelectronlc
ftrquence;
replace CH? by
uolt#d «to«
cgultf*l*at, 0

*The uncertainty In the position Is usually • 0.1 eV.

'Equated to the EA. t» values: 0, [38|; (CN)2C.C(CO2 [391; CljCtClj !«».

TABLE II: Effect of Structure on the Positions of the Kegative-Io:

Shape Resonances oF Benzene and 5one OF Its Derivatives

Conpound ForauU First (•,»)

double bond lowers the position

of tne NIR (i.e., it increases

EA). The presence of an addi-

tional double bond further lowers

the position of the NIR, but

this lowering is a function of

the distance between the two

double bonds. It is evident

from the data in Table I

that the replacement of an H

atom by a CH3 group raises the

NIR (lowers EA). For aromatic

molecules, the NIR is raised

(EA more negative) when an

electron donating group is

added to the ring. For both

aliphatic and aromatic

molecules, replacement of an H

atom by an electron withdraw-

ing group or a halogen lowers

the position of the NIR. This

lowering increases with

increasing number of halogens

(or electron withdrawing

groups) so that EA eventually

becomes > 0 eV and long-lived

parent negative ions can form.

It can thus be concluded

that by changing the number and

the position of double bonds,

and especially by changing the

and the nature Of the associated »lth «n additional orbital resulting rtonan Interaction o[ the cartwnyl • •
orbital with cne (symetrtc) OF the tvo lowst deR*nerrtee f> crbttals of be.ite.te-. The

( tO a baSiC lowest two MtR* For benzene and hexaf luornSenzene Are deganerate. For A cor^lete dis-

cussion* see Ret. (31.

struct -e (ethylene in Table I, H.I. I*»I.
bltot. |42|.

benzene in Table II), NIRs can <%>.!«)>•

be positioned at will in the Vt. i»i.

subexcitation region. From the

dielectric point of view, multiple fluorine substitution in the various basic

hydrocarbon structures can be employed for this purpose.

Benzene

Phenol

kitllna
Ml,
I

-1.4" (I.IS)" -1.4" (1.15)°

-0.6l" f-I.01)b -1.67* f-l.?1)b

-0.55* (-1-I3)b -1.8S3 (-1.72>b

-4.B5"

-4.9-'b

-5.07b

ftenz&ldehyde

Benzole Acid

Nitrobenzene

-1.12"

-I.13*

-1.01* (-0.72)"1

Pluutobentene

Hexatluorobenzene

-1.27 (-0.89)" -1.74"

(-0.29)"

•1.8* •l.B*
r T F



5. Electron-Impact louizatlon

Although most of the discussion in this paper i.~ on processes occurring

below "v 10 eV, it is essential that the role of the electron impact ionization

cross section, cr.(e), is assessed. From the breakdown point of vi^w, it is the

behavior of O . ( E ) close to I (say to within 20 eV) which is of interest,

since at higher energies f(e, E/P) is very small and the contribution of the

"high-energy tail" of f(e, E/P) to Eq. (2) is negligible. In the energy range

close to I, ionization proceeds directly or indirectly via superexcitation

Examples of o\(e) are shown in Fig. 17. It can be seen from the expanded

portion of Fig. 17 that close to I, CT.(E) varies considerably i:rom aolecule to

molecule and often in a different manner than at higher energies. It is this

low-energy portion of o.(c) which is the most significant from the dielectric

point of view.

FIG. 17. a.(e) for
SF6 C0 2, N ?, and

XH2 [5].

22 24 10

ELECTRON ENERGY (eV)
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6. Other Processes

No discussion is given of the processes of ion-pair formation, recombina-

tion or ion-molecule reactions. A comment on electron detachment, especially

collisional detachment, is, however, in order since this process can be signi-

ficant for weakly bound anions. Although it is desirable that the EA of the

insulator molecule be large so that the attached electron is tightly bound to

the molecule, the EA need not be too high to avoid collisional detachment since

ion-neutral collisions under normal conditions involve small relative kinetic

energies.

7. Iv̂ v-ent Breakdown Strength Measurements and Their Relation to Basic

Electron-Molecule Cross Section Data

A. Effect of CT (e)
a

In Fig. 18, o (e) for Ci^Fg, C-C^FQ, and iso-C^Fg are shown. These extend

to much higher energies than the a (t) for SF6 but are lower below ^ 0 . 1 eV.

The relative DC dielectric strengths of these fluorocarbons are shown on the



same figure. Similar data are presented in Fig. 19 for C6F10 and C6F12 whose

ag(e) also extend to higher energies than the a (e) for SF6 but are comparable

below ̂ 0.1 eV. The relative DC breakdown strengths are shown on the figure.

The results in Figs. 18 and 19 suggest that: (i) All these gases are excellent

dielectrics because of their very large G^E). (ii) C4F6 in Fig. 18 and C6F12

in Fig. 19 exhibit the best breakdown strength because their o (e) is large to

substantially higher energies than the rest. (iii) The superior dielectric

strength of che two forms of C4F8 (Fig. 18) and of C6F10 (Fig. 19) can be

attributed similarly to their ability to capture electrons over a wider range

of energies than SF6. The rather better breakdown strength of iso-Ci,F8 com-

pared with the c-C^Fg may be associated with the slight extension of its a (e)
3.

to higher e, although its double bond must influence the value of V . (iv) The
s

superior breakdown strengths of all five compounds in Figs. 18 and 19 (see also

Refs. [28, 45, 46]) compared with SF6 seem to suggest that effective electron

attachment in the energy range ̂  0.5 to i. 1.5 eV is very significant in

controlling breakdown. Since a (e) for SF6 becomes quite small above i, 0.4 eV
3 *

it may be .inferred that SFG is a poorer dielectric because it loses effective

control of free electrons with e > 0.4 eV. It is seen from Fig. 1 (see also

D/p versus E/P data in Fig. 10) that a much larger fraction (21% for Ar at

E/P = 2 V cm"1 torr"1) of electrons will have energies 0.5 to ̂  2.0 eV at pre-

breakdown E/P values than in the region < 0.4 eV (̂  1% for Ar at E/P = 2 V cm*1

torr x) where ^(e) for SF6 is substantial. Conversely, the importance of

basic data on the e dependence of o^ is clearly borne out by these findings.
FIG. 18. a (e) for SF6 [1], c-C^Fs

[2], iso-C^Fs [2], and CkF& [2]. Relative
DC dielectric strengths measured with a
plane-plane electrode geometry [45].

RELATIVE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
(UNIFORM FIELD)
SF6 1

1.8

2.2
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Support for thv above propositions is

provided by the data in Fig. 20, where V

is plotted as a function of the percentage

of the fluorocarbon additive in N2 at a

fixed total pressure (500 torr). Although

for each case the V of the binary mixture

increases with increasing additive concen-

tration, SFg suffers, in contrast to the

rest, a marked saturation effect. It

appears that this behavior can again be

attributed to the e dependence of the a for g
a a

SFg: a modest amount ('v* 200 torr on the it
UJ

basis of Fig. 20) of SFg captures virtually

all electrons with r £ 0.4 eV so that

additional amounts of SF<- serve little pur-II
pose." On the other hand, the fluorocui.-

bons capture electrons over a wider part

of f(<_, E/P) and increasing their pro-

portions provides additional electron

removal. For the same reason, it would

seem that free electron control by SFg in

nonuniform fields would tend to be

inferior to free electron control by a

gas or a gas mixture which attaches elec-

trons over a wider energy range, since

nonuniform fields imply local distortion

of f(e, E/P) toward higher energies.

Additionally, /nixtures of CgFg

(hexafluorobenzene) and c-Ci+Fs, and

CgFg and SFg were found [47] to have a

higher V than, respectively, pure c-
s

and SFg. This again underlines the

2 -

to'

RELATIVE D'ELECT=!C S T R E N G ' M
(NONJ^FCHM FlELDI

SFfc 1

C6F,0 1 9 TU 2.2

C6F,2 2 J TO 2 4

02 0.4 O.6 0.8
ELECTRON ENERGY (eVI

1.2

FIG. 3 9. oa(e) for SFg [1],
C 6F 1 0 [2, 45], and C 5F 1 2 [22].
The relative DC dielectric
strengths shown in the figure were
measured [45] with a sphere-plane
electrode geometry and correspond
to slightly nonuniform fields.

1 If we assume that f(e, E/P) for the
SFg-N2 mixtures just before breakdown
resembles that for pure Ar at E/P =
2 V cm"1 torr"1, then only about 1%
of the electrons will have energies
< 0.4 eV. If 10 8 electrons/cm3 are
present, then ^ 150 torr of SFg would
be sufficient to remove 106 electrons/
cm3.

% acatrvt TO w, AT

FIG. 20. Breakdown voltage,
Vg, versus percent of electron
attaching additive to N 2 (total
pressure = 500 torr; plane-plane
electrode geometry) [45].



importance of the high-energy region of the electron energy distribution, since
C6F6 h a s three „ bonds, and its a (e) extends to higher energies than the a (e)

of either c-C4F8 or SF6. The extreme effectiveness of systems with Jarge a (e)

extending to high energies as additives to cheap and inert gases and their

significance in designing multicomponent gaseous insulators can perhaps be

indicated by the data in Table III (see also Ref-. [28, 45-47]).

B. Effect of NIRs
TABLE I I I : EU-lailve Break-loon Strength** uf S.me Two- .

Thrce-Conponent Caseous Mixtures

"i.
loot

—

—

901

70t

eoz
80 t

60S

501

C.iseuus HlKturc

—

—

100J

10'.

201

30J

—

i o :

20'-

j o :

Ei.
—

:ooz

—
—
—
—
20Z

i o :

20t

2o:

2.»i

8.«5

19.74
6.77

8.7!
10.11

6.51

7.6T

9.h:
11.11

*Plane-plane, unlfan»-fleld R*onetry. The cocal pressure
vas 500 tocr (Ref. |28J).

TABLE IV: Breakdown Strengths of N:. CO, H2» aai Binary

Mixtures of These with Ct,Fj, *

Christophorou et al. [45] obtained what

seems to be the first direct experimental

evidence of the influence of NIRs on break-

down. A series of breakdown strength

measurements on CO, N2, and H2 and on binary

mixtures of these with C^Fg (hexafluorobutyne)

have been made [45] and preliminary results

are shown in Table IV. The a (e) of C4F5 and

the cross sections for vibrational excitation

of CO, N2, and H2 via NIRs are shown in

Fig. 21. The position of the NIRs

decreases in the order CO < N2 < H2 and

the magnitude of the scattering cross

sections in the order CO > N2 > H2

(orm [see Fig. 10] and oT [4, 45] decrease

in the same order). The cross section

data in Fig. 21 compared with the results

in Table IV show the direct effect of the

inelastic properties of the gas via NIRs in the subexcitation energy range

especially ^ 1 to <\. 4 eV—on breakdown; the higher these cross sections are,

the better the breakdown strength. This conclusion is consistent with the

findings in part B of this section and indicate the strong effect of the energy

loss processes in the subexcitation range on breakdown.

8. Concluding Remark

The breakdown strength of gaseous dielectrics can be improved by reducing

the numbers of free electrons in the dielectric and by reducing the energies

of those electrons remaining free. The best gaseous insulating systems are

envisioned to be appropriate combinations of compounds blanketing a wide range

of energies with maximal electron attachment and electron scattering cross

sections. Both the basic and the applied aspects of the multicomponent

insulator need intense further investigation.

C.F6

« )

100

—

—

-

53

1)

w
—

100

—

-

67

—

-

CO

W

—
—

ino

-

_

67

-

« )

—

—

—

100

_

—

67

Ws/i(P<l)
<kv/at=>-m>

17.5
2.74

3.12

1.55

e.n
10.7
6.76

rttaaured using sphere-plan* electrodes at a total pressure of 2 ata.

Under Identical conditions &Vs/A(pd) for puce SF6 is 8.49 kV/ata-ca.



[ FIG. 21. Ja(e) for C^e [2] and
vibrational excitation cross sections
via the decay of NIRs for CO, N2, and
(see caption of Fig. 1).
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